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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose of the document 

This document aims to provide the development progress achieved during the first year. It 

defines the status of each module in detail explaining the developed software. While this 

document is used to check whether the development of components is aligned with the 

timeline presented in D6.1, it will also serve as an input for the next deliverable D6.3 “Second 

report on system components development plan”. 

1.2 Scope of the work 

The scope of this document is to describe the development made so far for each module. The 

detailed description of the developed APIs to be used by the developed components as well 

as the common APIs to be shared by all components are provided in this document. 

Additionally, the future work to be completed per each component/module is also given at 

each section that will be used in the as reference throughout the project.  

1.3 Structure of the document 

The document has four main sections:  

 Server Components  

 Peer Components 

 Network Infrastructure  Components 

 Common Components   

Each section includes detailed module development status information and presents a short 

future term plan for each of these modules. 
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2 SERVER COMPONENTS 

2.1 Content Generation  

2.1.1 Content Capturing 

2.1.1.1 Description and current status 

In the framework of T3.1, 3D audio and multi-view acquisition systems have been built and 

used to generate the raw data on top of which the different processing modules will be 

developed. Figure 1 describes the complete video acquisition system.  

As depicted in the Figure 1 (top left), the system includes a set of four AVT (Allied Vision 

Technologies) industrial cameras designed to capture 1080p video and to transfer 

uncompressed frames (in raw bayer coding format) through a Gigabit Ethernet link 

(GigaEVision cameras). These frames are finally stored into the recording station. The 

recording station is a PC with a Multi-port Ethernet board and several Hard Drives mounted in 

RAID for being able to sustain the overall high bit rate. 

 

 

Figure 1 – Video acquisition system 

Figure 2 illustrates this recording solution for one camera. Theoretically, the storage 

equipment selected is able to record more than the data rate needed by our application (need: 

200MB/s, capacity: 250 MB/s). However, the writing capacity is an average rate. That means 

that we may have, during a short period, a writing rate inferior to 200MB/s that will lead to a 

disk cache overflow and a drop of recorded frames (even with modern disks with more than 

8MB of cache memory). To avoid this problem, a buffering step using RAM memory buffer has 

been added in order to store temporarily frames into memory before their writing into disk. In 

practical situation, the buffering level in the circular buffer remains very low and a buffer of 100 

frames is largely sufficient to ensure that no drops will occur. 
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Figure 2 – Video acquisition system 

The captured content has been post-processed, still in the framework of T3.1 activities and is 

now under evaluation. This step consists of correction of each frame in terms of colour, 

distortion and vertical shift. The baseline of the four cameras has been decided jointly with the 

partners responsible to the rendering part. The objective is to get feedback from them in order 

to either generate additional multi-view/3D audio sequences or improve the post-processing 

stage.  

Since the content generation is considered as an offline processing in ROMEO, the capturing 

devices have not been integrated/connected with the media server. 

2.1.1.2 Future work 

In the upcoming months of the project, the objective is to ensure that the captured multi-view 

and 3D audio content fulfil the requirements of the different processing modules from the 

compression to the rendering side. In order to better assist and to facilitate these processing, a 

set of well formalized metadata will be produced and transmitted in a standardized approach. 

As per Deliverable D3.1 [3], metadata should be encoded in SMPTE 336M format, as defined 

in Deliverable 3.1. In this standardised format it is possible to add experimental metadata 

definitions, and this possibility as well as the definition of the metadata classes and values will 

have to be defined. It has to be noted that SMPTE 336M metadata can be transported with 

MPEG-2 TS in the form of a private data stream as stated in SMPTE RP217M [5] or as 

metadata streams as specified in ISO/IEC 13818-1:2007 [4]. 

2.1.2 Visual Attention Modelling 

2.1.2.1 Description and current status 

The interim report of this module can be found in Deliverable D3.2 [6]. The Visual Attention 

Modelling module (VAM) has two objectives in the project. The first one is to improve video 

quality in the encoder and the second one is content format adaptation. Both rely on the ability 

to detect elements in a visual scene that attract the viewer’s attention. Within the first year of 

the project, a concept for the module has been developed. Figure 3 shows an overview of the 

module. 

 

Figure 3 – Overview of VAM concept 
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The module contains various methods for saliency or feature extraction, which are partly 

implemented in the development environment. A description of all methods can be found in 

Deliverable D3.2 [6]. Additionally the module contains a central rating mechanism that 

assesses all feature maps. This rating process is a key element in the module and is also 

described in D3.2 [6]. 

2.1.2.2 Future work 

In the following development period all parts will be implemented into the final module. 

Additionally viewing tests with an eye tracking system will be carried out. The results will be 

used to analyse the quality of Visual Attention Module later. 

2.1.3 Media Encode and TS Generation  

2.1.3.1 Video Encoding 

2.1.3.1.1 Description and Current Status 

Compression of raw 3D video as a result of the content generation block is an offline process 

within ROMEO. Thus, the video encoder block is not integrated as part of the real-time 

operation chain with the media server in the demonstrator. Instead, this block provides 

required multi-view plus depth scalable bit-stream in the form of H.264/AVC elementary 

stream. In order to take advantage of the real-time capable decoding platform for Scalable 

Video Coding (SVC) standard, it is envisaged to employ SVC based encoder in the integrated 

chain. The existing reference MPEG tool (Joint Scalable Video Model) v9.19 is used for 

encoding the multiple views and disparity maps. JSVM is based on a set of libraries written in 

C++, such as H264AVCEncoderLibStatic (implementation of motion estimation and entropy 

coding), H264AVCCommonLibStatic (implementation of data structures used in the encoder), 

H264AVCVideoIoLibStatic (implementation of input/output operations within the encoding 

process). 

As part of the planning within the first integration phase, the following milestones have been 

considered: 

 Review and implement a suitable multiple-description generation method in 

accordance with the video codec architecture depicted in deliverable D4.1  

 Core encoder parameters to generate standard and ROMEO requirements compliant 

bit-stream for each camera and corresponding disparity descriptions 

o QoE constraint 

o Compliance with the transport stream encapsulator and multiplexer 

Of those milestones, the implementation of the multiple-description generation tool is under 

progress and the perceptual performance of the envisaged multiple-description scalable 

coding under similar transport conditions as ROMEO architecture will be evaluated 

subsequently.  

The elementary stream structure of an SVC bit-stream is as shown in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4 – SVC NALU structure 
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In order that the base layer representation and the enhancement layer representation of a 

camera view or disparity map are assigned to different Program IDs (PID) in the Program 

Mapping Table (PMT), the stream of the NAL units needs to be separated into two distinct 

sub-streams. The first group should comprise the parameter sets along with the extensions 

mandated by SVC, other SEI NAL units and the base layer VCL NAL units, and the second 

group should comprise only the enhancement layer VCL NAL units. If there are more 

enhancement layers in the stream, each enhancement layer should be grouped in a different 

sub-stream that will then be encapsulated into a transport stream with its unique PID. The 

transport stream encapsulator and the multiplexer are supposed to operate in the mentioned 

way. 

2.1.3.1.2 Future Work 

It is planned to incorporate the visual attention model in the quantiser selection process of the 

camera and depth encoders. Also, work will start to integrate additional metadata into the 

video stream (mostly envisaged as in the form of user-data SEI NAL unit syntax) in order to 

inform the video decoders about the best way of estimating missing views in the occasions of 

network congestions and subsequent bandwidth adaptation. 

Test multi-view plus disparity streams of longer duration will be generated for further tests 

within the integrated end-to-end chain of building blocks. 

2.1.3.2 Audio Encoding 

2.1.3.2.1 Description and Current Status 

The development of audio encoding module has been progressing two-fold: AAC and 

Analysis-By-Synthesis (ABS) coding for MPEG Surround.  

2.1.3.2.1.1 Audio Encoder 

Currently the audio encoder works with multichannel .wav audio files resulting in AAC-

encoded AAC or mp4 audio files. Input multichannel audio media of up to 6 channels have 

been tested without any additional media information (such as scene description for object-

based coding). Development has been started to create a GUI-based encoder using available 

core codecs suitable for the project.  

2.1.3.2.1.2 Development of closed-loop R-OTT module for Analysis-By-Synthesis (ABS) 

spatial audio codec 

The Reverse-One To Two (R-OTT) module that is employed in MPEG Surround [1] has been 

adapted by applying in the form of a closed-loop system. Using this method, the down-mix and 

the residual signals are re-calculated based on the quantised spatial parameters. It is 

expected that the closed-loop R-OTT module will be capable of minimising the quantisation 

error of the spatial parameters. 

2.1.3.2.1.3 SNR Measurement of the ABS Spatial Audio Codec 

The closed-loop R-OTT module, that is a part of the ABS spatial audio codec, has been tested 

by measuring the segmental signal-to-noise-ratio (segSNR) to assess the performance in 

comparison with the conventional open-loop R-OTT module (MPEG Surround). As can be 

seen in Figure 5, a significant segSNR improvement is achieved as expected. An average of 

10.29 dB of segSNR improvement was measured in the experiments. 
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Figure 5 – SegSNR for a number of audio frames 

2.1.3.2.2 Future Work  

The initial development of the GUI-based AAC encoder will be completed in 3 months. The 

initial version will have the basic controls for audio quality. Investigations will follow towards 

the use of the ancillary data component of the AAC frames to embed the scene description as 

necessary. For the ABS spatial audio codec, further investigation will be conducted to improve 

the performance particularly for finding a method to ensure that the closed-loop R-OTT 

module is works properly in eliminating the error introduced by the quantisation of the spatial 

parameters. 

2.1.3.3 Audio Description Language Editor  

Since the generation and editing of object-based audio will be conducted offline and not within 

or as part of the rendering terminals, this subsection is placed under common components 

and provides an overview of the state of development of modules within this scope. 

2.1.3.3.1 Description and Current Status 

In order to design, evaluate and optimize the Audio Description Language (ADL), it is 

necessary to have means to actually create and edit an object-based audio scene. This 

means that an editor is needed which allows all objects to be placed within an audio scene 

according to their position in the recording room and be described by various parameters, for 

example distance, height, amplitude, delay, etc. Furthermore, attributes describing the virtual 

listening environment must be adjustable. Such an ADL Editor should be easy to use and 

provide a graphical user interface.  

As the first step, existing editing solutions for spatial audio scenes were investigated, but none 

met the specific needs for the ADL. Most of them were either now-unmaintained, half-finished 

software prototypes and/or closed source with no extension capabilities. Furthermore, none of 

them provided a reasonable user interface from a usability point of view. Thus, the necessity 

of implementing a small ADL editing solution became apparent. For this, a user interface 

prototype and its internal architecture were designed. A first proof-of-concept prototype using 

Python and the PySide (Qt) user interface library was implemented. This proved that 

implementing simple, easy to use editing software is possible using readily available open 

source libraries with comparably small effort. 
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2.1.3.3.2 Future Work 

After the first promising design prototype, the final implementation has to be carried out. This 

will include a 2D/3D scene view combined with a property editor for all objects in the scene. In 

the next step, a timeline with key-frame support will be added to support moving sound 

sources as well as dynamic, time-varying audio scenes. 

Of course, import and export support for the ADL will also be implemented. This will also 

include a linker module mapping each logical audio track to a physical audio track in the (to 

be) encoded audio stream. Investigations will be carried out to clarify the most feasible 

workflow for edit/export/link/encode procedure and its implications on the software module 

design. 

2.1.3.4 TS Generation of Audio Description 

2.1.3.4.1 Description and Current Status 

This module will be used for the generation of TS of the descriptive metadata of the audio 

objects. 

Within the reporting period, mainly investigations and design decisions for this module were 

conducted. These included amongst other decisions, on the usage of PTS (Presentation Time 

Stamp) for encoding, embedding or referencing in the Audio Description Language (ADL).  

Another main aspect was how Tune-In points will be realized. It is proposed to use a similar 

method as in MPEG-4 Part 20 LASeR (which is used to stream vector graphics) where the 

current scene is periodically resent as RefreshScene. These RefreshScenes are ignored by 

the player if there already is a valid representation present, i.e. a previous RefreshScene is 

received and no data has been lost since. Updates to the scene can be made through 

UpdatedScenes, which operate on the existing scene similarly to DOM (Document Object 

Model) manipulations.  

Furthermore, investigations for a suitable binary representation of the ADL were made.  

2.1.3.4.2 Future Work 

The module will be implemented until the end of Task 4.3 (M15 – December 2012). 

2.1.3.5 TS Adaption for Additional Content Signalling 

2.1.3.5.1 Description and Current Status 

This module will be used for inserting additional content signalling into DVB compliant 

transport streams. The signalling will be included in the Program Service Information (PSI) 

within the MPEG-2 transport stream and enable receivers to find and retrieve additional 

content related to the DVB services. 

2.1.3.5.2 Future Work 

The module will be implemented and the results reported in D6.5 (M24) and D6.6 (M32). This 

also depends on progress in Tasks 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, which provide the relevant input for the 

signalling approach. 
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2.1.3.6 Test Stream Development 

2.1.3.6.1 Description and Current Status 

For the development of test streams, a software tool named Advanced Stream Combiner 

(ASC) is adapted for handling of MVC streams. To maintain compatibility with existing set-top 

boxes, the views are allocated to different PIDs. 

 

Figure 6 – Separation of views via PIDs 

If a set-top box receives an MVC stream, the Transport Stream de-multiplexer forwards the 

base view to the first decoder, the non-base view to the second as can be seen in Figure 6. A 

set-top box with only one decoder ignores the second stream. 

2.1.3.6.1.1 Modification of Stream Combiner Software 

The Program Map Table (PMT) is modified by the Advanced Stream Combiner (ASC) to 

reflect this separation. The ASC also enables the flexible reading of NAL units from the 

Elementary Streams (ES). 

The adaptation of the ASC includes the handling of NAL units which are used in an MVC 

environment: SSPS NALU, Coded Slice Extension NALU, and VDRD NALU. 

With the test tool integrated in the ASC, a visual overview of the stream is obtained. In Figure 

7, the base view is transmitted as PID = 0x0100, the non-base view as PID = 0x0101). 

 

 

Figure 7 – Visualisation of different PIDs in the ASC 
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To combine the NAL units in the correct order, an MVC multiplexer is being developed that 

first combines the filtered Elementary Streams (ES) and second, sorts the NAL units in the 

right order. User interface of MVC multiplexer can be seen in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8 – User interface of MVC multiplexer 

2.1.3.6.2 Future Work 

The testing of the modified software tools is part of the work over the next quarters. In the 

course of this process, the resources for computing power and memory are being established 

and the notebook PC that forms part of the test terminal is up-graded accordingly. 

2.2 DVB Transmission  

2.2.1 Description and Current Status 

The DVB Transmission for the laboratory environment is based on a test modulator/ 

transmitter that receives a Transport Stream as input and provides a standard-compliant DVB-

T2 signal as output. The output power is up to 10 dBm which is sufficient for a short range 

radio link. Alternatively, the RF signal can be fed via cable to the DVB–T2 receiver directly. 

The modulator of the high-power transmitter envisaged for the final demonstration in the 

Munich area relies on the same software/ firmware modules and provides the same standard-

compliant signal. 

The work on the DVB Transmission module started with the identification of a suitable 

transmission mode that fulfils the requirements of the project. 

2.2.1.1 Selection of DVB-T2 Transmission Mode  

The DVB-T2 receiver of the test terminal was tested with several DVB-T2 transmission modes 

to establish its ability to receive the signals in a portable and mobile environment. 

For comparison, another DVB-T2 receiver (a USB receiver Type 'pctv nanoStick T2') was 

tested for the same transmission modes. 

As it is typical for the reception of DVB-T/T2 signals, the Carrier-to-Noise (C/N) ration has to 

be higher (i.e. better) for error-free reception when the receiver is moving. The higher the 

speed of the movement (i.e. the higher the Doppler shift), the higher the C/N value has to be 

for a certain reception quality. 
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The details of the proposed DVB-T2 transmission mode are described in section 2.2.1.5. 

2.2.1.2 Test signal for DVB-T2 receiver tests 

The propagation profile used for the tests was TU6 (Typical Urban with 6 Rayleigh paths) with 

different speeds. 

As an example of such a signal, the spectrum is displayed in Figure 9.  

 

Figure 9 – DVB-T2 spectrum (16k FFT, QPSK, 55 km/h, C/N=24 dB) 

The yellow curve represents the actual signal which varies with every sweep, the green and 

blue curves give an indication of the maximum and minimum over 50 sweeps. 

2.2.1.3 Error Criterion 

For all the tests described in the following sections, an error criterion (i.e. a Failure Point) of 

ESR5 was used (5% Errored Seconds Ratio). This means that on average one out of twenty 

seconds shows a visible distortion in the picture. 

2.2.1.4 Test Results 

Tests were carried out for two receivers: 

 the DVB-T/T2 receiver of the R&S protocol analyser 

 the USB receiver Type 'pctv nanoStick T2' 

From the large variety of possible parameter combination, three transmission modes were 

selected. They address:  

 fixed reception of a high-bit-rate signal 

 portable reception of a medium-bit-rate signal 
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 mobile reception of a modest-bit-rate signal 

The details of each transmission mode and the test results for the two receivers are given in 

Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12, Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3. 

 

Table 1 – Transmission mode parameters and test results for mobile DVB-T2 mode 

 

 

Figure 10 – Test results for mobile DVB-T2 transmission mode (16k FFT, QPSK); Blue: DVMS 
Rx, Red: USB Rx 
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Table 2 – Transmission mode parameters and test results for portable DVB-T2 mode 

 

Figure 11 – Test results for portable DVB-T2 transmission mode (16k FFT, 16QAM); Blue: 
DVMS Rx, Red: USB Rx 

 

Table 3 – Transmission mode parameters and test results for fixed DVB-T2 mode 
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Figure 12 – Test results for fixed DVB-T2 transmission mode (16k FFT, 64QAM); Blue: DVMS 
Rx, Red: USB Rx 

2.2.1.5 Recommended Transmission Mode 

In conclusion, it is recommended to use the DVB-T2 mode for portable reception as a 

standard mode for tests and field trials in an urban environment that does not allow for high 

speed movements. 

It provides an overall capacity of 14.8 Mbps for the DVB-T2 services which could 

accommodate two 3DTV programmes in HD, the audio services, plus the accompanying 

Program Specific Information (PSI) and Service Information (SI). 

2.2.2 Future Work 

Tests are being planned with partner IRT to verify the standard-compliant operation of all parts 

of the transmitter station that will be used for field trials in the Munich area. 

2.3 P2P 

2.3.1 Internet Resource and Admission Control Subsystem (Server)  

The Internet Resource and Admission Control Subsystem (IRACS) are responsible for 

defining a scalable QoS architecture using bandwidth over-reservation across the core 

networks. It maintains a good view of the core network topology and the related link bandwidth 

statistics and creates bandwidth-aware multicast trees for the media streams transport whilst 

keeping low QoS signalling rate. It implements two modules, namely a Resource and 

Admission Manager (RAM) at Network Control Decision Point (NCDP) at server side and a 

Resource Controller (RC) in all routers. The current development status of the RAM and RC is 

detailed in subsections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 respectively. 

2.3.2 Multicast Tree Manager (Server/Super-peer)  

At current development phase the Multicast Tree Manager (MTM) software module defines the 

functions to compute READY and SLEEP trees and how to dispatch such information to the 

appropriate modules. 

The MTM module is a class instantiated by the following: 

MulticastTreeManager* multicastTreeManager = new MulticastTreeManager(); 
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2.3.2.1 Provided Functions 

The following are the functions provided by the MTM class: 

void calculateTree(): 

This function is responsible for the calculation of the READY and SLEEP (ISP only) links for 

each distribution tree. The calculation is done at the ISP level and at access level (between 

edge router and served peers) following the algorithms identified in D5.1 [2]. 

void dispatchREADYTree(): 

At ISP level, this function is responsible for dispatching the READY and SLEEP links for the 

RAM, so it can enforce the decision at ISP routers via Control Information Base (CIB) and 

Resource Controller (RC) network-related modules.  

At access level, this function is responsible for dispatching all possible READY links to peers. 

The MTM periodically contacts the peer’s TC to update READY links. 

2.3.2.2 Future Work 

Next steps in the MTM development include the specification/implementation of message 

structure and protocol interactions between the MTM and: (i) IRACS, more specifically the 

NCDP and RAM modules; (ii) Topology Builder (internal), for tree maintenance purposes; (iii) 

Topology Controller (peer side), for activation and notification of the READY links and; (iv) 

Network Monitoring Subsystem for feedback on link status. 

2.3.3 Topology Builder 

2.3.3.1 Description 

The Topology Builder (TB) module is responsible for creating the multicast trees that 

effectively construct the P2P overlay network used for the distribution of the multiple streams 

associated with the visualization of 3D content. The TB is also responsible for selecting in 

which position each peer should connect in the tree (this procedure is known as peer 

insertion). The TB also acts as a server by listening for new peer connection requests, as an 

authentication proxy (authenticator), for user authentication, and as a collector/aggregator for 

network monitoring data, to obtain on-the-fly network status. 

At the current development phase, the TB stores peer related information in a vector. A thread 

safety mechanism is used in all functions related to this vector to prevent uncontrolled read 

and write operations. 

The TB module is a class instantiated by the following: 

 TopologyBuilder* topologyBuilder = new TopologyBuilder(int maxPeersPerFertilePeer, 

int requiredBandwidth); 

The constructor for the TB class takes two parameters: 

 maxPeersPerFertilePeer: maximum number of peers that will be allocated per fertile 

peer. 

 requiredBandwidth: an int value that defines the stream’s upload requisites. 

2.3.3.2 Provided Functions 

The following are the functions provided by the TB class: 

void  addPeer(Peer newPeer): 
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This function is responsible for adding a new peer to the global vector of peers and takes the 

following parameter: 

 newPeer: data related to the new peer to be included in the vector 

void  removePeer(Peer peerToRemove): 

This function is responsible for removing a peer from the global vector of peers and takes the 

following parameter: 

 peerToRemove: peer that will be removed from the global vector of peers. 

void organizeTree(): 

This function is responsible for organizing the peers by evaluation and computing peer 

insertion in the multicast distribution tree as defined in D5.1 [2].  

void dispatchParentChild(Peer parent, Peer chid): 

This function is performed after the organizeTree function, and its goal is to dispatch the 

parent-child relations to the affected peers and takes the following parameters: 

 parent: the peer that will be informed of the new incoming child. 

 child: the peer that will connect to the parent 

 

2.3.3.3 Future Work 

Next steps in the TB development include the specification/implementation of message 

structure and protocol interactions between the TB and: (i) Topology Controller module for 

overlay joining operations and; (ii) the Authentication, Registration and Security component for 

user access rights verification. The TB will also need to be updated to better deal with churn 

effect and flash crowd situatuations. 

2.3.4 P2P Transmitter  

2.3.4.1 Description 

This component is responsible for encapsulating the network related calls for message and 

content delivery over the IP network. All of the transmission and reception operations should 

be performed over this component. 

2.3.4.2 Provided Functions 

bool sendOverTCP (const ROMEOMsg& msg, const ROMEOAddress& address): 

This function is used for sending data to provided address over TCP connection and takes the 

following parameters: 

 msg: Data to be sent over TCP. 

 address: Address information for the destination. 

Function returns TRUE if it is successful, FALSE otherwise.  

void sendOverUDP (const ROMEOMsg& msg, const ROMEOAddress& address): 
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This function is used for sending data to provided address over UDP connection and takes the 

following parameters: 

 msg: Data to be sent over UDP. 

 address: Address information for the destination. 

Function returns TRUE if it is successful, FALSE otherwise.  

2.3.4.3 Future Work 

This module will be integrated into the ROMEO system within the next three months and 

necessary updates will be performed based on the integration test results within the following 

three months. 

2.3.5 P2P Packetisation  

2.3.5.1 Description 

This module is responsible for encapsulation of the media as P2P chunks to be carried over 

the P2P network. 

2.3.5.2 Provided Functions 

void encapsulate (const P2PHeader& header, const char* data): 

This function is responsible for encapsulating the provided data as P2P chunk with the 

provided header and takes the following parameters: 

 header: Header information provided to be inserted to the P2P chunk. 

 data: Data to be encapsulated as P2P chunk. 

2.3.5.3 Future Work 

This module will be integrated into the ROMEO system by M14 (November 2012) and 

necessary updates will be performed based on the integration test results within the following 

three months. 

2.3.6 Authentication, Registration and Security  

2.3.6.1 Description 

This component is responsible for the following tasks: 

 Storing user rights  

 Decryption of the content for protecting from unauthorized users 

 Key retrieval for the user generated data 

 Signing content so that the source can be checked for integrity 

2.3.6.2 Provided Functions 

A REST Server is implemented using Apache Server and ZEND PHP framework.  

Following REST API is implemented: 

Pair<char* privateKey, char* publicKey > GetKeys (String name): 

This API provides the necessary security keys from Authentication, Registration and Security 

module. 

Parameter list: 
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Name: The name of the user who requests the key pair. 

Return values: 

Private Key: A 1024 bits private key will be returned. 

Public Key: A 1024 bits matching public key to the private key will be returned. 

bool CreateKeys (String name): 

This API creates the necessary security keys from Authentication, Registration and Security 

module. 

Parameter list: 

Name: The name of the user for which the key pair will be created. 

Return values: 

Returns TRUE if successful, FALSE otherwise. 

bool DeleteKeys  (String name): 

This API deletes created security keys from Authentication, Registration and Security module. 

Parameter list: 

Name: The name of the user of which the key pair will be deleted. 

Return values: 

Returns TRUE if successful, FALSE otherwise. 

bool UpdateKeys  (String name): 

This API updates created security keys from Authentication, Registration and Security module. 

Parameter list: 

Name: The name of the user of which the key pair will be updated. 

Return values: 

Returns TRUE if successful, FALSE otherwise. 

2.3.6.3 Future Work 

This module will be integrated into the ROMEO system within M13 (October 2012) - M16 

(January 2013) and necessary updates will be performed based on the integration test results 

within M13 (October 2012) - M16 (January 2013). 
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3 PEER COMPONENTS 

3.1 P2P  

3.1.1 Internet Resource and Admission Control Subsystem (Peer) 

At the peer side, the Internet Resource and Admission Control Subsystem (IRACS) consists 

only in the Resource Controller (RC) module. This module may be implemented in peers only 

in scenarios where a peer is used to achieve the same roles as a router to forward media. The 

implementation details for the RC at network-side (in routers), is provided in subsection 4.3.2. 

3.1.2 Topology Controller 

At the current development phase, the Topology Controller (TC) software module englobes 

functionalities related to: (i) its initial connection to the ROMEO server (for registration and 

redirection process); (ii) connection to the TB at the super-peer (for tree insertion and graceful 

leaving); (iii) server and client behaviour when acting as a parent or as a child respectively 

and; (iv) querying the Network Monitoring Subsystem (NMS) module (for peer evaluation and 

monitoring data access). 

The TopologyController is a class instantiated by the following: 

TopologyController* topologyController = new TopologyController(); 

3.1.2.1 Provided Functions 

The following are the functions provided by this class. 

void startMainConnection(); 

This function initiates a socket connection to the main ROMEO server or super-peer. 

int receiveMainMessage(); 

This function is used to receive messages sent from the ROMEO server or super-peer. 

void sendMainMessage(int messageID); 

This function is used to send messages to either the ROMEO server or super-peer and takes 

the following parameter: 

 messageID: identification of the message to be sent.  

void startInternalServer(int port); 

This function starts the internal server to receive incoming connections from the TC of other 

peers and it takes the following parameter: 

 port: port in which the server will listen for new connections (this would be a pre-

defined ROMEO parameter). 

void sendInternalMessage(int internalMessageID); 

This function is used to send messages to parent or child peers and takes the following 

parameter: 

 messageID: id of the message to be sent  
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int receivedInternalMessage(); 

This function is used to receive messages from parent or child peers. 

NMSData getNMSData(); 

This function retrieves the monitoring data (NMSData) from the internal NMS, for the initial 

connection and peer insertion request at the super-peer. 

3.1.2.2 TC Messages 

At the current development phase there are three messages defined for TC operations: 

 Connect (messageID 1): message sent from a child peer to a parent peer indicating 

that it wants to be his child in order to receive traffic for a specific stream. This 

message includes the following fields: PeerID and StreamID. 

 Connect_answer (messageID 2): responding message sent from a parent peer to a 

child peer indicating that it has accepted to be his parent. This message includes the 

UDP port in which the child peer should connect to. 

 Start (messageID 3): message sent from the child peer towards the parent peer 

indicating the parent peer can start streaming the media. 

3.1.2.3 Future Work 

Next steps in the TC development include the activities  specified in sections 2.3.2.2 and 

2.3.3.3 plus the specification/implementation of message structure and protocol interactions 

between the TC and the User Interface and Control component to allow the possibility of user 

selection (given a subset provided by the TB) on which parent peers to connect. 

3.1.3 Chunk Selection 

3.1.3.1 Description and Current Status 

This component is responsible for handling the flow of chunks between a parent peer and its 

children peers. The Chunk Selection component performs the following basic operations: a) it 

selects which chunks will be forwarded to a child peer and at what order, b) it informs the 

parent peer about missing chunks and c) it implements a failover mechanism in order to 

alleviate the effects of temporary partitioning due to churn or periods of increased losses.   

A basis of the software design has been defined and the implementation part is in its initial 

phase. Some details regarding interactions with other components (expected inputs/outputs) 

are currently under investigation and they are discussed with other partners involved in the 

P2P part. 

An instance of the ChunkSelection class is created as follows: 

ClassSelection* chunkSelection = new ClassSelection() 

3.1.3.2 Provided Functions 

The following functions are provided by the chunk selection class: 

void receiveChunk(P2PHeader& header) 

This function is used to extract information about the received chunk. It is called within the 

receiveFromUDP() function of the P2P Transmitter/Receiver. It takes the following argument: 

 header: Header information extracted from the received chunk. 
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 void sendChunk(int chunkID, const ROMEOAddress& address) 

This function is used to dictate the transfer of a chunk which will be held by the P2P 

Transmitter/Receiver. It takes the following arguments: 

 chunkID: The unique ID of the chunk to be transmitted. 

 address: The address of the child peer to send the chunk to. 

void updateBufferMap(P2PHeader& header) 

This function fills or deletes entries in the buffer map upon reception or transmission of a 

chunk. It takes the following argument: 

 header: Header information extracted from the received or transmitted chunk. 

void setParent(const ROMEOAddress& address) 

This function sets the parent of the peer. It takes the following argument: 

 address: The address of the parent peer. 

void setChild(const ROMEOAddress& address) 

This function sets a child of the peer. It takes the following argument: 

 address: The address of the child peer. 

void computeChunkOrder() 

This function computes the chunks to be transmitted and selects the order of transmission 

based on the contents of the buffer map, the play-out deadline, the network condition and the 

relative importance of the chunks. 

void requestMissingChunk(int chunkID, const ROMEOAddress& address) 

This function sends a request to a parent peer for a specific missing chunk. It takes the 

following arguments: 

 chunkID: The unique ID of the missing chunk. 

 address: The address of the parent peer to send the request to. 

 

3.1.3.3 Future Work 

Within M13 (October 2012) - M16 (January 2013), we are planning to develop the 

aforementioned component and test it by means of interactions with dummy components or 

simplified versions of other components which will emulate the components concurrently 

developed by other partners. Within this scope, inter-process communication via JSON 

messages exchange will be investigated. 
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3.1.4 P2P Transmitter/Receiver 

3.1.4.1 Description 

This component is responsible for encapsulating the network related calls for message and 

content delivery over the IP network. All of the transmission and reception operations should 

be performed over this component. 

3.1.4.2 Provided Functions 

bool sendOverTCP (const ROMEOMsg& msg, const ROMEOAddress& address): 

This function is used for sending data to provided address over TCP connection and takes the 

following parameters: 

 msg: Data to send over TCP. 

 address: Address information for the destination. 

Function returns TRUE if it is successful, FALSE otherwise. 

bool receiveFromTCP (char* rcvedData, int size): 

This function is used for receiving data over TCP connection and takes the following 

parameters: 

 rcvedData: This parameter will be filled with the received byte stream. 

 size: This parameter specifies the size of the data to be received. 

Function returns TRUE if it is successful, FALSE otherwise. 

bool sendOverUDP (const ROMEOMsg& msg, const ROMEOAddress& address): 

This function is used for sending data to provided address over UDP connection and takes the 

following parameters: 

 msg: Data to send over UDP. 

 address: Address information for the destination. 

Function returns TRUE if it is successful, FALSE otherwise. 

bool receiveFromUDP (char* rcvedData, int size): 

This function is used for receiving data over UDP connection and takes the following 

parameters: 

 rcvedData: This parameter will be filled with the received byte stream. 

 size: This parameter specifies the size of the data to be received. 

Function returns TRUE if it is successful, FALSE otherwise. 

3.1.4.3 Future Work 

This module will be integrated into the ROMEO system within M13 (October 2012) - M16 

(January 2013) and necessary updates will be performed based on the integration test results 

within M13 (October 2012) - M16 (January 2013). 
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3.1.5 P2P Depacketisation   

3.1.5.1 Description 

This module is responsible for decapsulation of the media from P2P chunks received over the 

P2P network. 

3.1.5.2 Provided Functions 

The following function is provided by the P2P depacketisation module:  

void decapsulate (const P2PChunk& chunk, char* data, P2PHeader& header): 

This function is responsible for decapsulating the provided chunk data as P2P data and 

P2Pheader. 

 chunk: The received P2P chunk to be decapsulated. 

 data: Data extracted from the received chunk will be filled to this parameter. 

 header: Header information extracted from the received chunk will be filled to this 

parameter. 

3.1.5.3 Future Work 

This module will be integrated into the ROMEO system within by M14 (November 2012) and 

necessary updates will be performed based on the integration test results within M13 (October 

2012) - M16 (January 2013). 

3.2 DVB Reception  

3.2.1 DVB Reception of the Test Terminal 

The DVB test terminal consists of two major components, the protocol analyser (based on an 

existing test instrument, the DVMS), and a notebook on which the additional software 

components are developed and implemented as can be seen in Figure 13. 

 

 

Figure 13 – DVB-T2 Test Terminal 
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3.2.1.1 Description and Current Status 

The protocol analyser includes the DVB-T2 frontend, an IP frontend (e.g. WiFi, 3G, LTE) and 

protocol analysis software modules. 

The following tables describe the main parameters and features of this DVB-T2 receiver and 

some of the relevant measurement and monitoring parameters. 

3.2.1.1.1 RF Input 

The DVMS protocol analyser which forms an integral part of the test terminal contains the 

hardware and software required for the operation of the DVB-T/T2 receiver. Characterictics of 

RF input are given in Table 4. 

Signal inputs 

RF input 

Number  1 

Connector  BNC, 50 Ω 

VSWR  1.5 

DC voltage  80 V 

Maximum CW RF power no damage 20 dBm 

Input level range DVB-T,  

preselector on, QPSK, code rate ½ 

typ. –93 dBm to 0 dBm 

DVB-T2,  

preselector on, QPSK, code rate ½ 

typ. –94 dBm to 0 dBm 

Frequency range preselector off 30 MHz to 1000 MHz 

Frequency resolution  1 Hz 

Table 4 – RF input characteristics of the test terminal 

3.2.1.1.2 Transport Stream Formats 

The analyser function for the MPEG2 Transport Stream can be set to the various 

particularities of Transport Streams as used in different national and international standards as 

can be seen in Table 5, e.g. in Europe, Australia, North and South America, China, Japan and 

Brazil. 

Supported TS characteristics  DVB 

ATSC 

SCTE 

ISDB-T 

ISDB-TB 

Display elements 

Site tree  status overview of all inputs 

definable site name 

definable input name 

TS tree  tree display of TS structure with event 

indication in TS tree element 

Table 5 – Main features of Transport Stream analyser of the test terminal 

The Site tree and the TS tree are valuable functions for the identification of the signals in a 

multi-channel environment. 

3.2.1.1.3 Measurements on the RF input 

For the RF input, the views in Table 6 are available. 

Views 

Input signal views constellation (only available for RF inputs) constellation diagram  

RF measurement values 

Table 6 – Views of RF analyser of the test terminal 
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The views related to the DVB-T/T2 receiver offer an overview of the quality parameters of the 

received DVB RF signal. The constellation diagrams are displayed as shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14 – RF-related view of the DVB receiver signal 

 

3.2.1.1.4 DVB-T2 Demodulator Features 

DVB-T2 demodulator features of the test terminal are shown in Table 7. 
 
Standard  DVB-T2 (ETSI EN 302 755, 

V1.1.1, compatible with 

V1.2.1) 

Modulation parameters 

Modulation  COFDM 

FFT mode automatic detection 1k, 2k, 4k, 8k, 16k, 32k,  

8k ext, 16k ext, 32k ext 

Pilot pattern automatic detection PP1, PP2, PP3, PP4, PP5, 

PP6, PP7, PP8 

QAM order automatic detection QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM, 

256QAM 

Layers single physical layer pipe (SPLP) automatic selection 

multiple physical layer pipe (MPLP) manual selection of layer to 

be decoded 

Guard interval automatic detection 1/4, 19/128, 1/8, 19/256, 

1/16, 1/32, 1/128 

Code rate automatic detection 1/2, 3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6 

FEC type automatic detection short (16k LDPC), normal 

(64k LDPC) 

Interleaver type automatic detection in line with standard 

Channel bandwidth  5 MHz, 6 MHz, 7 MHz, 8 

MHz 

Table 7 – DVB-T2 demodulator features of the test terminal 

3.2.1.2 DVB-T2 demodulator measurements 

All these measurement parameters, as can be seen in Table 8, can be monitored and listed in 
a long-term repository during lab tests or field trials. 
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Measurements 

RF input level 

Range preselector on typ. –97 dBm to 0 dBm 

preselector off typ. –90 dBm to 0 dBm 

Resolution  0.1 dB 

Uncertainty C/N ≥ 20 dB ≤ 1.5 dB 

Modulation error ratio (MER) 

Range  standard 10 dB to 31 dB 

with preselector 10 dB to 35 dB (typ. 38 dB) 

Resolution  0.1 dB 

Uncertainty  10 dB ≤ MER ≤ 30 dB, echo-free reception ≤ 1.0 dB 

30 dB < MER ≤ 35 dB, echo-free reception ≤ 2.0 dB 

BER before LDPC QPSK, 16QAM 0.0; 1.0 × 10
–7

 to 1.0 × 10
–1

 

64QAM 5.0 × 10
–6

 to 1.0 × 10
–1

 

256QAM 2.0 × 10
–4

 to 1.0 × 10
–1

 

LDPC iterations  1 to 255 

BER before BCH  0.0; 1.0 × 10
–6

 to 1.0 × 10
–3 

BB frames after BCH  OK, errored 

Frequency offset 

Range  ±200 kHz 

Resolution  1 Hz 

Uncertainty  uncertainty of reference 

frequency 

± 10
–4

 of reading ± 1 digit 

Bit rate offset 

Range  ±50 ppm 

Resolution  0.01 ppm 

Uncertainty  uncertainty of reference 

frequency 

± 10
–3

 of reading ± 1 digit 

Constellation diagram  with standard-specific grid 

and  

signal-dependent rotation 

Table 8 – DVB-T2 demodulator measurements on the test terminal 

3.2.1.2.1 DVB-T2 Spectrum Measurements 

The test terminal can display the spectrum of the received DVB-T2 signal and analyse its 

compliance with the templates for terrestrial DVB signals. DVB-T2 spectrum measurement 

details can be seen in Table 9 while its display is in Figure 15. 

Spectrum 

Measurements  graphical display of RF 

spectrum 

Centre frequency  channel centre frequency 

Span  12 MHz 

Resolution bandwidth  10 kHz (equivalent noise 

bandwidth) 

Displayed level  relative to channel level 

Display range  +10 dB to –90 dB 

Average  10 FFTs per reading, RMS 

averaged, 

additional moving average 

over 6 readings 

Detector  max. peak, applied to 

averaged FFTs 

Refresh rate  1 reading per second 

Shoulder attenuation 

Measurements  attenuation of lower and 

upper shoulder  

in line with ETSI TR 101 290 

Resolution bandwidth  10 kHz (equivalent noise 

bandwidth) 

Measurement range  10 dB to 52 dB 
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Resolution  0.1 dB 

Uncertainty  10 dB ≤ shoulder attenuation ≤ 45 dB ≤ 2.0 dB 

45 dB ≤ shoulder attenuation ≤ 50 dB ≤ 3.0 dB 

Monitoring  lower limits, separately 

selectable 

Shoulder attenuation limits lower and upper shoulder 0.0 dB to 60.0 dB 

Table 9 – DVB-T2 spectrum measurements of the test terminal 

 

 

Figure 15 – Display of DVB-T2 spectrum measurements 

3.2.1.3  Future Work 

Over the next quarters, the focus of the work on R&S' test terminal is on the completion of the 

internal IP interface via which the test terminal and the notebook exchange data. 

3.2.2 DVB Reception for the Demonstrator 

3.2.2.1 Description and Current Status 

The purpose of the work is to evaluate and integrate external DVB-T2 receiver to fixed and 

portable and mobile platforms.  

The selected USB DVB-T2 device was procured. Its functionality (DVB-T) was verified on 

desktop Ubuntu PC. The corresponding Linux kernel drivers were then ported to the prototype 

of the fixed and portable user terminals. As a result, there seems to be no issue with drivers’ 

integration in the mobile device’s Linux kernel and device initialization. 

3.2.2.2 Future Work 

The next step will be to define and implement the way to demux the DVB-T stream in order to 

produce transport stream which is composed of several PIDs and defined by external 

components, as well as to provide interface for external components to seamlessly access the 

demuxed stream. 
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3.3 Synchronisation   

3.3.1 Description and Current Status 

The purpose of the work is to develop a software component to collect transport stream data 

from DVB front end and IP front end. Collected data will be synchronised with the timing 

information stored in DVB data. Synchronised data will be transmitted to decoders as audio 

and video elementary streams.   

DVB front end has been tested under Linux platform. Detailed software blocks have been 

designed and communication interfaces are defined in first year of the project [2]. Software 

blocks that are going to be used in Synchronisation component are: Stream Input Interfaces 

for DVB and P2P, PCR extraction and demultiplexer, Audio and Video Buffers, Stream Output 

interfaces for Video and Audio Decoders, Communication Interface, Collaboration Synch. 

Module  

Communication Interface will be used as inter-process communication within the component 

and with other components. Input interfaces will receive IP packets, extract transport streams 

and deliver to demultiplexing blocks. Demultiplexing and buffers will take transport streams 

and prepare video and audio elementary streams. Finally output stream interfaces will prepare 

IP packets for decoders. 

For the time being, planning and design phases have been finished. Development activities 

will begin soon and results will be provided to the next report on development. 

3.3.2 Future Work 

Firstly, empty messages will be implemented to enable communication with other components 

such as UI and Communication overlay. Secondly, front end components will be developed in 

parallel with demultiplexing blocks. Finally output block will be developed and released. 

3.4 A/V Communication Overlay  

3.4.1 Description and Current Status 

This component is going to enable ROMEO users to share their experience on the common 

3D content.    

Regarding this component, several tools that can be used as communication platform are 

investigated. Some of these platforms are: HDViper, Google + Hangout, Skype API, VMutki, 

OpenMeetings. 

OpenMeetings and Google + Hangout are the most promising platforms. Second phase is to 

simulate the platforms that seem promising for ROMEO.  Critical specifications that are 

checked are listed in Table 10. 

OpenMeetings Google+ Hangout 

Browser-Based Browser-Based 

Server – Client Architecture Server – Client Architecture 

6 users possible 6 users possible 

Free Free but require Google+ membership 

Open Source + Free Licence Closed Source  

(Modifiable) (Not Modifiable) 

An Apache Project A Google Project 
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Table 10 – Comparison of candidate video conferencing tools 

3.4.2 Future Work 

The candidate conferencing projects that have been considered as reference platform have 

many aspects that are not relevant to ROMEO project. A customisation phase will be 

implemented to create a compact feature set. This project will be used as development code 

for ROMEO project. The communication overlay component needs to communicate with 

synchronisation component, user interface component and registration modules. Finally these 

connections will be developed for final demonstration. 

3.5 Video Decoding   

3.5.1 Video Decoding for the Integrated Demonstrator 

3.5.1.1 Description and Current Status 

The core scalable video decoding functionality will be achieved after the successful integration 

of the Open SVC decoder platform with the ROMEO video player architecture. The successful 

integration necessitates that the platform can communicate with the demultiplexer module in 

the correct manner and can accept NAL unit internet transport packets.  

The development of a transport stream demultiplexer is under progress as of the end of the 

first integration phase. This demultiplexer sub-block of the video decoder architecture is 

capable of accepting a network stream (MPEG-2 TS), demultiplexing them and sending the 

resulting NALU streams to SVC decoding instances over network in real-time.  

3.5.1.2 Future Work 

The next step is to combine the demultiplexer architecture with the open SVC decoder to 

decode multiple camera descriptions on-the-fly.  

3.5.2 Video Decoding for the Test Terminal 

3.5.2.1 Description and Current Status 

The first test implementation of a Multi-view Video Plus Depth (MVD) signal, an example for 

which can be seen in Figure 16, was completed to obtain a clearer view of the required 

resources in terms of computing power and memory. 

 

Figure 16 – Example of MVD test sequence 

3.5.2.2 Future Work 

Since it is planned that the test terminal provides the decoded video for monitoring purposes in 

separated windows, further investigations will be carried out to show different view 

synchronously. 
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3.5.3 Video Decoding for the Mobile Terminal 

3.5.3.1 Description and Current Status 

Video Decoder for Mobile Terminal Device was integrated and instantiated as separate 

component in mobile terminal environment. Test project was developed to verify the 

implementation and integration. Testing procedures with standard H264 streams are ongoing. 

3.5.3.2 Future Work 

We have to make sure that the mobile terminal decoder parses correctly the streams and 

extracts correctly the stereo information. It is planed that, the decoder will be tested with video 

streams generated from ROMEO system components to verify the compatibility and 

performance. 

3.6 Audio Decoding and Rendering   

3.6.1 Audio Decoder  

3.6.1.1 Description and Current Status 

The audio decoder module has been under considerable development to enable AAC-

compatible audio files and real-time audio steams as the basic input data format. It is 

implemented as a general AAC decoder and could be used across the three different device 

platforms in ROMEO, i.e. the fixed terminals, portable devices and mobile devices, 

respectively. A preliminary version of the decoder module is currently in operation condition for 

channel-based configuration.  

The audio decoder consists of three major modules including stream receiving module, buffer 

management module and the core decoding module. The receiving module always listens on 

a specified UDP (or TCP if required) port for incoming audio packets and put the newly 

received data into the receiving buffer. The core decoding module takes data from the 

receiving buffer, decodes the data into channel-based audio frames and put them into the 

output buffer. The buffer management module is the interface between the decoder and the 

renderer, where the renderer gets access to the decoder’s output data from another thread.  

3.6.1.2 Future Work 

Further development is needed for fine-tuning the decoder to optimise its performance. Test is 

also needed to evaluate its performance under different conditions such as different streaming 

bit rates and packet loss ratios. The rendering part will be integrated as the next step, such 

that the decoded audio streams can be rendered through 5.1-channel loudspeakers. 

3.6.2 Renderer for Fixed Terminal 

3.6.2.1 Description and Current Status 

The renderer will be used to render multi-channel audio, mainly the streamed 5.1 audio 

content from DVB-T2 and P2P, for fixed terminals. 

The considerations for fixed terminal audio renderers include high bit rate and low latency for 

data transmission from the decoder to the rendering device, support for multi-channel 

rendering and synchronisation with the video sequences. The audio renderer is comprised of 

three major blocks, the efficient buffer management block, the core rendering module and the 

synchronisation block respectively. The buffer management interfaces with the output buffer of 

the audio decoder and is responsible for organising the decoded raw audio data into frame 

arrays per channel. ASIO [8] is the de facto industrial standard for high quality audio rendering 

device driver with very low latency on Windows platform; it is used as the interface between 
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the core rendering functions and the physical rendering device. The purpose of the 

synchronisation block is to associate the audio data frames with correct time clocks and 

therefore sending and rendering the audio data at the right time in synchronisation with the 

video content. The synchronisation signals come from the play-out synchronisation component 

in JSON messages. 

The first trial version of the audio renderer has been developed and testing is in progress. In 

the trial version, the buffer management and the core rendering modules have been 

implemented. The renderer is further integrated with the audio decoder so that it can render 

streamed audio contents and audio files. Feeding the decoder and renderer with audio 

contents streamed via the local host and connecting to a MOTU UltraLite-mk3 Hybrid [9] audio 

interface, the initial test showed that the audio decoder and renderer, albeit with further 

implementations and revisions, work as expected,  

3.6.2.2 Future Work 

The current implementation of audio renderer does not consider the synchronisation with 

video contents as the ROMEO synchronisation mechanism is still in development. Therefore 

considerable effort will be on the development of a synchronisation block within the renderer 

for the coming months. Considering the synchronisation, the renderer and decoder should 

also be able to communicate with the Synchronisation component for JSON PCR messages. 

The renderer should be further developed and be able to extract the correct PCR information 

for rendering and synchronisation. Furthermore, with the progress of integration with the 

demonstrator, requests for change may arise and the renderer has to accommodate these 

requests. 

3.6.3 Renderer for Portable Terminal  

3.6.3.1 Description and Current Status 

This renderer will be used on the portable terminal for binaural rendering of mainly object-

based audio. 

In the reporting period, the main development focus was on implementing core functionalities 

and libraries which are essential for all future developments. These can basically be separated 

into three logical modules. The first one deals with the representation and transformation of 

the geometric and acoustic properties of the object-based audio scene within the program. For 

this, the core data structures and algorithm to deal with this geometric information have been 

implemented. The purpose of the second module is to process the object-based audio scene 

and calculate filters, impulse responses and other parameters needed by the renderer to 

generate the audio output. The core functionalities implemented here are the calculation of 

impulses responses of audio transfer paths based on both measured and synthesized audio 

sources and sinks. Furthermore, the first draft implementation of necessary pre-processing 

steps – for example filter partitioning – has been tested. Finally, the third module processes 

the input audio signal into the desired (binaural) output signals. For this, a small and simple 

API abstracting the audio subsystem was implemented. This allows flexible processing of both 

files-based as well as stream-based audio content and will make it easy to port the system to 

other platforms. Furthermore, the first draft implementation of the core signal processing 

algorithms have been implemented, which makes it possible to generate binaural audio 

signals of simple object-based scenes with a limited number of static sound sources under 

free-field conditions.  
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3.6.3.2 Future Work 

The current core functionalities have to be extended to support more complex scenes and 

have to be combined into higher level modules to form the final rendering system. In the 

future, a scheduling system will be implemented to support time varying audio scenes – 

synchronized to a time code, balance the work load and efficiently perform all possible pre-

computations. Furthermore, performance analysis for all software parts has to be conducted. 

Based on the results, the implementation has to be optimized to meet the performance 

constraints of the target platform. This holds true both for the signal processing algorithms 

themselves as well as the representation and complexity of the object-based audio scenes. 

An input module to process both file-based and stream-based ADL scenes will be 

implemented. 

3.6.4 Renderer for Mobile Terminal  

3.6.4.1 Description and Current Status 

This renderer will be used on the mobile terminal for binaural rendering of mainly 5.1 surround 

sounds. 

As basically the principles of binaural rendering of multi-channel surround sound are known, 

the main challenge of this task is to transform and port existing high end and computationally 

expensive solutions to mobile platforms. For this investigations were made to identify possible 

optimization points for realizing a fast and slim version of those existing high-end solutions. As 

the first step, a tool for analyzing, editing and (re-) creating filter databases for the binaural 

rendering has been implemented. Furthermore, a test and development environment for real-

time audio processing and I/O on an ARM-based platform has been setup. Investigations on 

mobile head-tracking solutions have also been started. This could, if applicable to the mobile 

terminal, greatly enhance the binaural listening experience.  

Finally it has to be noted that many of the core functionalities described in 3.6.3 are also 

applicable to the mobile terminal with minor adjustments. 

3.6.4.2 Future Work 

The next steps will be focused on porting existing 5.1 to binaural rendering code to the ARM 

platform using the test and development environment. For this purpose, it will be very 

important to take into account the outcome of the investigations regarding possible 

optimizations. In an iterative step it will be necessary to test and further optimize the ported 

implementation, both on the software level and the conceptual level. Furthermore, the 

investigations regarding the possibility of a mobile head-tracking device will be continued.  The 

results will then be used to create a prototype and testing implementation. 

3.7 Video Rendering   

3.7.1 Video Rendering for Fixed Terminal  

3.7.1.1 Description and Current Status 

In the list of displays targeted as fixed terminal within the ROMEO project, the most 

demanding ones in terms of video processing are multi-view displays (e.g. Alioscopy or 

Dimenco). Since more than four views are required, there is a need for view interpolation 

using incoming video streams associated with incoming disparity maps. The work that has 

been done in this year includes: 
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 Improvement of the existing video interpolation algorithm especially to improve the 

behaviour in case of large disparity values. The work done will be presented in the 

D3.3 (Interim report on 3D audio/video rendering algorithms due in M16 (January 

2013)). 

 Adaptation of the algorithm to real-time constraints: the algorithm has been 

implemented on a GPU based processor with some adaptation to fit with hardware 

constraints. The work done will be also presented in the D3.3 deliverable (M16 

(January 2013)).  

 GPU-based implementation of the view interpolation processing, code written in 

CUDA for an Nvidia GPU processor. The global architecture specified during the first 

period is described in this document 

The specific work done to adapt the view interpolation processing to one particular display is 

addressed in section 3.8. It is part of the adaptation section. 

Figure 17 represents the architecture of the multi-view rendering module for auto-stereoscopic 

displays, in its development environment. This architecture, based on a PC, is composed of 

two parts: 

 A CPU block emulating the ROMEO networks during the development phase to 

decode the MVD4 video stream, and provides the decoded video and disparity 

frames to a GPU bloc.  

 A GPU block performing the multi-view rendering operation to provide a HD 

1920x1080 video stream compatible with an eight views auto-stereoscopic monitor. 

 

Figure 17 – Architecture overview of the video rendering module 

The light gray boxes represent the memory arrays allocated to receive the data. The dark gray 

boxes represent the processing operations.  In the GPU part, these operations are performed 

in CUDA, using massively parallel algorithms. For instance, the disparity map projection and 

the view interpolation are performed by CUDA kernels executing 518.400 threads in parallel. 

3.7.1.2 Future Work 

The next steps in the development will be to fully integrate the functionalities expected for this 

processing. Although the architecture has been defined, there is still a lot of work to ensure the 

processing to be at the right speed (i.e. real-time).  
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3.7.2 Video Rendering for Mobile Terminal  

3.7.2.1 Description and Current Status 

The output of the mobile terminal video decoder has to be rendered on the mobile terminal’s 

auto-stereoscopic LCD. 

The selected display for the mobile terminal requires RGB24 formatted data where the two 

views are interleaved on the line bases. Because this mode of operation is not supported by 

the mobile platform display controller, a study was performed in order to define the system 

architecture allowing the conversion and interleaving without loading the CPU. The outcome is 

that the format conversion and interleaving can be achieved by using some of the accelerators 

presented on the platform with the help of the system DMA.  

In parallel, a study is ongoing on the feasibility of rendering mono+depth information. The 

preliminary conclusion is that it could be possible, but not very clear what the performance and 

the quality of the rendering will be. 

3.7.2.2 Future Work 

Based on the study, next steps are to finalize the architecture of the mobile device rendering 

component and to start coding and testing. 

3.8 A/V Adaptation and Network Monitor   

A/V Adaptation and Network Monitor module is responsible for the audio and video adaptation 

management according to the peer’s network conditions and user interactions. This module is 

composed by the Audio adaptation and Video adaptation blocks, the User environment block 

and the Network Monitoring Subsystem (NMS). 

3.8.1 Network Monitoring Subsystem (NMS): 

The Network Monitoring Subsystem collects information on specific peer connections - 

towards a parent, a child or a super-peer. The collected information can be related to average 

delay, jitter, download and upload bandwidth, packet loss or other. The NMS also aggregates 

monitoring data from child peers and computes the peer stability according to what was 

defined in D5.1 [2]. 

The NMS is a class instantiated by the following: 

StartNMSService* service = new StartNMSService(); 

3.8.1.1 Provided Functions 

The following are the functions provided by this class. 

void startConnection(Peer target): 

This function will initiate the socket connection to a target (typically the parent of the peer), and 

takes the following parameter: 

 target: peer that will be used to perform the task 

float getPacketLoss(Peer target): 

This function returns the average packet loss in percentage from the packets received by the 

peer sent by the target (typically the peer’s parent), and takes the following parameter: 

 target: peer that will be used to perform the task 
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float getJitter(Peer target): 

This function returns the average jitter between the peer and the target (typically the peer’s 

parent), and takes the following parameter: 

 target: peer that will be used to perform the task  

float getUploadValue(Peer target): 

This function returns the peer’s upload capacity. The test is performed by sending a file from 

the peer to a target (typically the peer’s parent). The upload capacity is returned in Mbps 

rounded to 1 decimal place, and takes the following parameter: 

 target: peer that will be used to perform the task 

float getDownloadValue(Peer target): 

This function returns the peer’s download capacity. The test is performed by receiving a file 

from the target (typically peer’s parent). The download capacity is returned in Mbps rounded to 

1 decimal place, and takes the following parameter: 

 target: peer that will be used to perform the task 

float getDelayValue(Peer target): 

This function returns the average delay value from the received packets between the peer and 

the target (typically the peer’s parent) in milliseconds, and takes the following parameter: 

 target: peer that will be used to perform the task 

float performLinkTest (Peer target, int num, int size, int ipg): 

This function is used to perform link tests such as, delay, jitter and packet loss, from the peer 

to a target (typically the peer’s parent), and takes the following parameter: 

 target: peer that will be used to perform the task; 

 num: number of packets to send; 

 size: size (in bytes) of packets to send; 

 ipg: space (in bits) between consecutive packets, also known as interpacket gap. 

float performBandwidthTest (Peer target): 

This function is used perform bandwidth tests between the peer and a target (typically the 

peer’s child). It transfers a fixed sized file to measure the upload/download capability of the 

peer in Mbps, rounded to 1 decimal place, and takes the following parameter: 

 target: peer that will be used to perform the task 

3.8.1.2 NMS data structure: 

NMSData is a structure that stores information regarding a specific peer and its upstream and 

downstream connections. NMSData stores, in an organized fashion, information such as the 

peer IP address, operating system name, hardware capabilities, average delay, jitter, 

download and upload bandwidth, packet loss amongst others. The NMSData structure is 
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exchanged between the peers and their parents, or upon request, between a peer and a target 

(typically the super-peer). 

The NMSData structure, as described in D5.1 [2], uses protocol buffers - a language-neutral, 

platform-neutral, extensible way of serializing structured data for use in data storage (and 

others), which produces simpler, faster and smaller code then XML. At the current 

development phase the NMSData structure is defined as depicted in Figure 18. 

message NMSData { 
   required string peerID = 1; // identifies the peer that generated this NMSData 
   optional string inetIpv4 = 2; //provides its inside local IPv4 address 
   optional string inetIpv6 = 3; //provides its inside local IPv6 address 
   required string networkInterface = 4; //identifies the interface ID that makes the connection  
   required string stability = 5; //provides the value for its stability value, as defined in D5.1 [2]. 
 required bool isParent = 6; //identifies if peer is parent 
 required int32 childListSize = 7; //indicates number of direct child peers (‘0’ if is not parent) 
  
 message networkData { 
  optional float uploadCapacity = 1;//indicates peer upload throughput (Mbps) 

   optional float downloadCapacity = 2;//indicates peer download throughput (Mbps) 
   optional float jitter = 3;//indicates jitter (delay variation in ns) 
   optional float delay = 4;//indicates average delay (ns) 
 optional float packetLoss = 5;//indicates packet loss 
  optional int32 lastTestTimestamp = 6; //indicates amount of time since last report (min) 

  } 
 
 message HWdata{ 

  required int32 nrOfCores = 1;//indicates number of CPU cores 
  required int32 memSize = 2;//indicates peer memory capacity (GByte) 
  required string operatingSystemName = 3;//indicates OS  
  } 
   optional networkData networkReport = 8;//defines the variable that contains the network data 
  required HWdata systemData = 9;//defines the variable that contains the hardware data 
 repeated childList NMSData = 10;//defines a container that stores the NMS data from child peers 

} 
 
message NMSdataAggregator { 
 repeated NMSData nmsdata = 1;//defines a container the includes the multiple NMSData structures 
} 

Figure 18 – NMSData structure 

3.8.1.3 Future Work 

Next steps in the NMS development include the activities specified in section 2.3.2.2 plus the 

specification/implementation of message structure and protocol interactions between the NMS 

and: (i) other peer’s NMS for monitoring data report, collection and aggregation functionalities 

and; (ii) the Chunk Selection module to inform about the conditions that affect peer’s up-

streaming and down-streaming capabilities. In addition the Link tester function needs to be 

fully implemented. 

3.8.2  Audio/Video Adaptation Decision Block  

This block is still under specification phase. Different scenarios of audio/video adaptation will 

be proposed depending on network conditions, the user environment and the user request. 

This specification will be described in the deliverable D3.4:” Interim Report on 3D Audio – 

Video adaptation algorithms” due in M17 (February 2013). 

3.8.3  Specific Processing for Video Adaptation 

Some specific flexibility in the video processing chain is required to allow an adaptation to user 

environment. One of the scenarios is to consider different kind of multi-view auto-stereoscopic 
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displays. Although the global functionality of the video renderer remains unchanged with 

respect to the display technology, there are some adaptations required to ensure a perfect 

adequation to the targeted display. As explained in section 3.7.1, the video renderer is mainly 

ensured by the GPU processor. A specific “view interpolation” block is responsible for the pixel 

calculation based on incoming video and disparity maps. This block must be flexible enough to 

ensure it can address different pixel arrangements. This “view interpolation” block has been 

specified to ensure such flexibility. The real implementation will be described in deliverable 

D3.4:” Interim Report on 3D Audio – Video adaptation algorithms”.  

3.9 Authentication, Registration and Security  

3.9.1 Description 

This component is responsible for the following tasks: 

 Decryption of the content for protecting from unauthorized users 

 Key retrieval for the user generated data 

 Signing content so that the source can be checked for integrity 

3.9.2 Provided Functions 

String connect (HashMap URL): 

This function connects to the REST Server and retrieves the results. The returned string 

includes XML formatted response from the server. The given input must include the name 

parameter for the user. The function returns NULL if an error occurs. 

boolean handle (String XML): 

This function takes the output of the connect function as input. It retrieves the public and 

private keys from this string and stores them in files.  

The function returns FALSE if an error occurs. 

3.9.3 Future Work 

This module will be integrated into the ROMEO system within the next three months and 

necessary updates will be performed based on the integration test results within the following 

three months. 

3.10 User Interface and Control  

3.10.1 Description and Current Status 

This component is basically the user interaction component for end-users of ROMEO platform. 

This component will let ROMEO users to use the platform and components.   

Its graphic interfaces of basic operations are still under development. 

3.10.2 Future Work 

Firstly, the graphic interfaces will be finalised before the end of M14 (November 2012). This 

phase will be a release for partners to request their components’ related UI actions. Secondly, 

messaging interfaces will be developed till month 18 so that it can be ready for the first 

demonstration. Integration with other components will be executed and this phase is expected 

to continue till the end of the final demonstration. 
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4 NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE COMPONENTS 

4.1 Mobility  

4.1.1 Description and Current Status 

This component is responsible for handling horizontal and vertical handovers between WiFi 

and LTE access networks as well as, adapting the video transmission bit rate to the current 

network conditions by selecting to drop enhancements layers or views of the received video 

streams. The Mobility component consists of three basic modules: a) the Media Aware Proxy, 

b) the Media Independent Handover and c) the Proxy Mobile IP. Each module has a specific 

functionality and the synergy of the three ensures seamless uninterrupted video services 

across heterogeneous access technologies. Therefore, the Media Aware Proxy is responsible 

for parsing the header of all the UDP/IP packets coming from all multiple multicast trees and 

write specific information regarding the source and destination IPs, the bit rate, view id, layer 

id, etc. to the Mobility component database. Media Aware Proxy will perform a filtering of the 

chunks based on an adaptation decision that relies on the Media Independent Handover 

module. The latter is responsible for collecting physical and network layer statistics from the 

access points and base stations in the vicinity of the mobile terminal, as well as performing a 

decision algorithm that will indicate whether or not the mobile terminal should handoff to a 

neighbouring access network based on network and application layer parameters stored in the 

database by the Media Aware Proxy In case of a handover the Layer 3 configuration is 

responsibility of the Proxy Mobile IP. Proxy MIP will be informed prior to the handoff execution 

by the Media Independent Handover in order to update the routing table in the Local Mobility 

Anchor (LMA) and trigger the Mobility Access Gateway (MAG) of the access network that will 

receive the mobile terminal after the handover.   

The development of the above modules is in its initial stage and a basis of the software design 

as well as the main algorithms has been defined. In this stage the Media Aware Proxy is able 

to parse the Chunk headers of multiple video streams and perform a simplified rate adaptation 

by dropping chunks containing data from enhancement layers whenever a maximum 

throughput threshold is exceeded. Additionally, the Proxy Mobile IP software development is in 

an initial state and its development is closely related with the LTE core implementation that will 

be used, which currently is under procurement. Moreover, details regarding the interactions 

with other components (expected inputs and outputs involving the data stream from peer 

transmitter and receiver, respectively) are currently under investigation and are the basis of 

discussions with other partners involved in the network design. 

The Media Aware Proxy is implemented in ANSI C while the Proxy Mobile IP consists of the 

MAG class and the LMA class, whose instances are created as follows: 

class MAGAgent::MAGAgent() 

class LMAAgent::LMAAgent() 

4.1.1.1 Provided Functions 

The functions provided by the Media Aware Proxy are as following. 

void fast_mode_filter() 

This function binds to Netlink socket in order to receive the UDP/IP packets from the 

ip_queue. It then parses and stores into Global variables only the necessary fields of the 

headers. Finally, it calculates the incoming data rate and drops or forwards each packet. 
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void full_mode_filter() 

This function executes exactly the same process with the “fast_mode_filter()” but it parses and 

stores into Global variables all the fields of all headers. 

int check_nalu_type(__u8 type) 

This function is to check whether the type of the NAL unit is known. 

char * get_ip_protocol(__u8 number) 

It returns the used transport protocol that can be TCP or UDP based on the protocol field of 

the IP Header. 

int doDrop(struct ipq_handle *h, ipq_packet_msg_t *pkt) 

This is a method that decides whether a packet should be dropped or not. 

int fast_parse(struct header_list *b_h_info, struct ipq_handle *h, ipq_packet_msg_t 

*pkt) 

The function parses and stores only the necessary fields of the headers. 

int parse_ip_header(struct header_info *h_info, struct ipq_handle *h, ipq_packet_msg_t 

*pkt) 

This function parses and stores the fields of the IP Header 

int parse_udp_header(struct header_info *h_info,struct ipq_handle *h, 

ipq_packet_msg_t *pkt) 

Similarly, this function parses and stores the fields of the UDP Header 

parse_rtp_header(struct header_info *h_info,struct ipq_handle *h, ipq_packet_msg_t 

*pkt) 

Similarly, this function parses and stores the fields of the Chunk Header 

Furthermore, the functions provided by the Proxy Mobile IP include: 

void MAG_Agent::send_pbu(in_addr_t mn_address, int mn_id, int lifetime,in_addr_t 

lma_address) 

When the MAG detects a node attachment it sends a Proxy Binding Update (PBU) message 

containing the address of the MN, the Mobile Node Identifier option (MN-ID) and the lifetime of 

the binding. The destination address of the PBU is the LMA and the source address is the 

MAG. 

void MAGAgent::process_pback(Packet* p) 

void PMA_Agent::setup_tunnel(in_addr_t mn_address, in_addr_t lma_address()) 

As soon as the registration phase is completed, the MAG is setting up and maintaining the 

routing path between itself and the LMA for the MN. 
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void LMAAgent::process_pbu(Packet *p) 

void LMAAgent::send_pback(in_addr_t proxy_coa, char mn_id, int lifetime, in_addr_t 

proxy_coa, in_addr_t mn_address) 

When the LMA receives a PBU message, it identifies the MN from the identifier that is present 

in the MN-ID option and returns a Proxy Binding Acknowledgement message (PBACK). The 

destination address of the PBACK is the MAG and the source address is the LMA. 

void LMAAgent::setup_tunnel(in_addr_t mn_address, in_addr_t proxy_coa) 

Finally, the LMA establishes a bi-directional tunnel to that MAG. 

4.1.2 Future Work 

Within the months 13 and 16, the Media Aware Proxy is going to be fully developed and 

connected with a preliminary version of the Media Independent Handover implementation, 

hence the rate adaptation decision can be based on real time network measurements. 

Moreover, the Media Independent Handover module is planned to be functional by the 

beginning of 2013 in order to provide the basic functionalities for a horizontal handover in 

conjuction to the Media Aware Proxy. Meanwhile the designing of the database that will act as 

the Media Independent Handover Information Service database has already begun and some 

of the tables needed for preliminary testing will be available within M13 (October 2012) and 

M16 (January 2013). There is no signalling interaction between the Mobility component and 

other components developed from other partners; hence the testing of this component will be 

performed by collecting streams of Chunks by the P2P transmitter which will then be 

forwarded to the corresponding P2P receiver. 

4.2 Virtualisation  

4.2.1 Description and current status 

The development carried out in the virtualisation platform involves shifting the layer 3 

functionalities, currently tackled by the Residential Gateway (RGW), to the operator premises 

aiming a layer 2 access network until the residential environment. The status of the 

virtualisation testbed up to year one, regarding the developments and configurations 

performed within the network elements that compose the access network is described in 

following sections: 

4.2.1.1 Configuration on the Broadband Remote Access Server (BRAS) 

The BRAS has been configured with five Virtual Forwarding tables (VRF) from which: 

 Two VRFs are used for two households. 

 Three VRFs are used for three services (Internet, VoIP second line and IPTV) 

These VRFs are created within the BRAS to support the level 3 routing virtualization. The 

BRAS has been configured to apply 3 NAT rules (one to each service). It also acts as DHCP 

relay in order to forward DHCP requests to the DHCP server. 

4.2.1.2 Configuration of the Optical Line Terminator (OLT) 

The OLT has been configured to operate at layer 2, for the traffic belonging to all Ethernet 

devices, employing a QinQ encapsulation towards the BRAS. The BRAS decapsulates the 

information and identifies the household by means of the stacked VLAN tags that specify the 

Passive Optical Network (PON) port and the origin Optical Network Terminator (ONT). 
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The OLT has also been configured with a layer 3 instance to route the VoIP first line traffic of 

the POTS phones towards the Next Generation Network (NGN). 

In addition, the OLT works as a DHCP proxy to forward DHCP requests to the DHCP server. 

Moreover, it has been activated the DHCP option 82 in order to provide information about the 

origin of the request. 

4.2.1.3 Development and Integration of the DHCP Server 

A DHCP server has been set up to attend the DHCP requests of all devices present within the 

household. All devices, no matter the kind of service is envisaged to a particular device, will 

receive the same addressing scheme (192.168.0.0\24).  

4.2.1.4 Configuration on the Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) 

Several VLANs have been set up in the MAN stretch to perform service delivery: 

 Ethernet VLAN: This VLAN is shared by all the services and involves all the devices 

that use an ONT Ethernet port (PCs->Internet, Set Top Box (STB)->IPTV, and SIP 

Phone -> VoIP). The Ethernet VLAN is bidirectional begining at the ONT and 

terminating at the NATIE. 

 VoIP VLAN: This VLAN is used to serve the VoIP first line service. This service is 

intended to be used by POTs phones that are connected to the RJ11 port of the ONT. 

The VoIP VLAN is bidirectional begining at the ONT and terminating at the NGN 

platform. 

 Multicast VLAN: This VLAN is used by the IPTV service in downstream for the 

visualization of the IPTV channels. This VLAN is unidirectional begining at the IPTV 

platform and terminating at the ONT. 

4.2.2 Future Work 

The next steps that need to be taken in the virtualisation platform are the development of a 

configuration portal that will enable an end user to configure its virtual router (addressing 

scheme and port forwarding). 

In addition a Virtual Software Execution Environment will be set up in the access network in 

order to host the execution capabilities that currently run on the RGW (e.g. UPnP control 

point). 

4.3 Internet Resource and Admission Control Subsystem  

The control architecture of the Internet Resource and Admission Control Subsystem (IRACS) 

consists of a Resource and Admission Manager (RAM) module at Network Control Decision 

Point (NCDP) and a Resource Controller (RC) at each of the Internet Service Providers (ISP) 

routers. The mechanism is divided into network initialization and operation phases as the 

current development status of these modules is given in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. 

4.3.1 Resource and Admission Manager  

At network initialization phase, the RAM collects the network nodes and their interfaces and 

builds its initial knowledge of the network topology and the related links bandwidth statistics. 

This is achieved using existing flooding method from literature [1] since it is performed at 

network initialization phase when no traffic is running yet. The network topology can also be 

obtained from legacy link state routing protocols such as OSPF or IS-IS. Afterwards, the RAM 

signals the RCs implemented in routers to create initial edge-to-edge bandwidth-aware 

multicast trees. When the network is operating, the RAM is responsible for the control of 
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service admission and QoS mapping. It is also responsible for instructing the RCs in the 

network routers to assure dynamic readjustment of the over-reservation parameters on trees.  

At the current development stage, the RAM is a class instantiated as follows: 

RAMAgent* ramAgent = new RAMAgent (); 

4.3.1.1 Provided Functions 

The RAM provides the following functions: 

int command(int argc, const char* const* argv): 

This is a standard interface that allows the RAM for receiving commands (e.g., service 

requests) from the ROMEO server or peers: 

 argc: the number of arguments passed into the command; 

 argv: the arguments passed to the RAM.  

void recv(Packet* packet, Handler* h): 

This function enables the RAM to intercept messages (e.g., responses to the messages 

issued by RAM) so as to process them.  

 packet: the message conveyed to the node. It includes control flags, multicast 

channel, list of nodes on tree, and so on, depending on the type of message being 

conveyed.  

 h: the handler in ns-2. 

void send(Packet* packet): 

The RAM implements this function to create and send appropriate control messages to RCs, 

to other RAMs in other network domains or to external nodes such as feedback to the media 

server. 

 packet: the control information to be sent, it will vary according to the message type. 

void BuildTreesBase(): 

This is an internal function to build a vector-based table to store the created edge-to-edge 

trees IDs and the list of nodes on the trees.  

void BuildTopologyBase(): 

This is an internal function to build a vector-based table to store the interfaces that belong to 

edge-to-edge trees and the related resource capabilities such as interface capacity, 

reservations and resource usage parameters.  

void BuildSessionBase(): 

This is an internal function to build a vector-based table to store active sessions characteristics 

and QoS requirements (e.g., bandwidth, CoS, session ID, flows IDs, address and port IDs of 

source and destination, etc).  

void triggerReservationReadjustment(vector<Tree>& treesIDs): 
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This function enables the RAM to define reservation readjustment parameters for interfaces on 

trees and to signal nodes on the trees to update the new parameters accordingly.  

 treeIDs: the IDs of the trees that need to be readjusted. 

void triggerTreeEnforcement(vector<Interfaces> interfaces, vector<MChannel> 

multicastGroup): 

This function enables the RAM to define multicast trees and signal the RCs for the 

enforcement.  

 interfaces: a list of the IDs of the interfaces on the tree to be enforced . 

 multicastGroup: a list of the multicast channels to be enforced on the indicated trees. 

vector<Tree> triggerAdmissionControl (int argc, const char* const* argv): 

This function enables the RAM to perform admission and service mapping and return the 

address of the tree(s) mapped to the session.  

 argc: the number of arguments passed into the triggerAdmissionControl; 

 argv: the arguments passed to the RAM. It includes the IDs of source and destination 

of the requested service, the service class requested, the bandwidth requested, the 

requested session ID, and the ID(s) of the flow(s) that belong to the session. 

4.3.1.2 Future Work 

On the next steps of the RAM development, the resource over-reservation control functions 

will be fine-tuned and the structures of the control messages defined between the RAM and 

other relevant components such as the Resource Controller, the Topology Builder, the 

Multicast Tree Manager, Topology Controller and the Network Monitoring Subsystem will be 

specified. Also, the RAM operations and its interactions with the components mentioned 

hereinabove will be tested. 

4.3.2 Resource Controller  

The Resource Controller (RC) module embeds functions to initialize bandwidth over-

reservations parameters for the various Classes of Services (CoSs) implemented on the 

related node’s interfaces. It also includes functions to properly interpret instructions received 

from the RAM to enforce resource over-reservation control and the multicast trees creation 

and management.  

At the current development stage, the RC is a class instantiated as follows: 

RCAgent* rcAgent = new RCAgent(); 

4.3.2.1 Provided Functions 

The functions provided by the RC are as following: 

int command(int argc, const char* const* argv): 

The RC implements this interface for possible interaction with external component such as 

instruction from Tcl in ns-2. 

 argc: the number of arguments passed into the command; 

 argv: the arguments passed to the RC.  
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void recv( Packet* packet, Handler* h): 

This function enables each RC to intercept control messages so as to process them.  

 packet: the control message conveyed to the node. It may include control flags, 

multicast channel for tree inforcement, list of nodes on tree, and so on, depending on 

the type of message being conveyed, whether it is for tree inforcement or reservation 

readjustment enforcement.  

 h: the handler in ns-2. 

void send(Packet* packet): 

This function enables RC to be able to create and send control messages to other RCs or to 

the RAM. 

 packet: the control information to be carried in the message. The content will vary 

according to the type of messages.   

void processInitialReservation (vector<Interfaces> interfaces): 

RC uses this function to define and enforce initial over-reservation for CoSs on the interfaces 

of its local node.  

 interfaces: the local node’s interfaces on which the reservations are to be enforced. 

void processReservationReadjustment (hdr_rc* rcheader, hdr_IP* ipheader): 

This function is responsible for processing control instructions received from RAM and for the 

enforcement of reservations readjustment on relevant interfaces on tree.  

 rcheader: this is a message header that contains the reservations parameters to be 

enforced on interfaces. 

 Ipheader: this is the normal IP header.  

void processTreeEnforcement (hdr_rc* rcheader, hdr_IP* ipheader): 

This function is responsible for processing control instructions received from RAM and for the 

enforcement of multicast trees by configuring the multicast routing table.  

 rcheader: this is a message header that conveys the multicast channels to be 

enforced. It is also used to carry list of nodes on tree for source routing at the 

initialization phase. 

Ipheader: this is the normal IP header. 

4.3.2.2 Future Work 

The next steps of the RC development include further tests of control messages processing in 

terms of resource reservations and multicast trees enforcement on nodes inside the network. 

The packets forwarding mechanism will be tested to assure proper operations of QoS and 

multicast trees mapping for the media transport. 
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5 COMMON COMPONENTS 

5.1 Messaging Framework 

5.1.1 Description 

This API serves as a messaging framework for the interactions of ROMEO modules. It is 

based on a lightweight data interchange format called JSON. With this framework, all 

messages can be created by defining the relevant message fields needed for the 

corresponding components. 

5.1.2 Provided Functions 

Due to page limits concerns, we are not listing the functions here. The API functions can be 

seen at [10] and [11]. 

5.1.3 Future Work 

This module will be inserted into the ROMEO system components within the next month and 

necessary updates will be performed based on the integration test results within the following 

three months. 

5.2 Logging API  

5.2.1 Description 

This API is planned to be used by all components as a common mechanism that can provide 

basic information for debugging purposes. It prepares a human-readable text document 

including the logs from all components. As a result of being a common mechanism used by all 

components, it is implemented as thread-safe. It will be provided as a shared library.  

5.2.2 Provided Functions 

The followings are the functions provided by this API: 

static Logger* Instance(): 

This function returns a logger instance if successful and returns NULL if logger instance can 

not be initiated. It must be called whenever a logger instance is needed.  

void setLogLevel(int level): 

This function sets the logging level which sets the level of detail for the logs. Available levels 

are: 

 WARNING: Includes all log messages        

 ALERT: Includes DEBUG, ERROR and ALERT messages  

 DEBUG: Includes ERROR and DEBUG messages  

 ERROR: Includes only ERROR messages 

The log level is initialized as ERROR at the beginning. 

void writeToLogFile(std::string msg, int level): 

This function takes the following parameters that will be written to the log: 

 msg: This parameter contains the message to be written to the log file. 

 Level: This parameter defines the logging level. 
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5.2.3 Future Work 

This API is functional and can be used by other components. It can be further enhanced to 

include separate log files for each component, detailed timing information and the 

corresponding file and line number. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

This deliverable provides the progress on the development of ROMEO system components 

within the first year of the project and gives a coarse plan on what is planned for development 

of each component. Although the first development task has started just three months ago, 

some parts of the ROMEO systems have been implemented and the API details are provided 

in the document. The parts for which the implemenetation has not been initiated yet, the 

design decisions taken and implementation plans are stated.  

A more concrete development plan aligned with this deliverable will be provided in the 

following deliverable D6.3 - Second report on system components development plan and the 

whole system to be developed will be described in detail in the document D6.5 - Second report 

on server, peer, user terminal, security and content registration modules development at the 

end of the second year of the ROMEO project.  
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS: 

 

A 

AAA Authentication, Authorization and Accounting 

AAC Advanced Audio Coding 

ADTE Adaptation Decision Taking Engine 

AGC Automatic Gain Control 

AP Access Point 

ARC Arcelik A.S. 

ARM Advanced RISC Machines 

ASIO Audio Stream Input/Output 

A/V Audio / Video 

AVC Advanced Video Coding 

B 

BCC Binaural Cue Coding 

BGRP Border Gateway Reservation Protocol 

BRAS Broadband Remote Access Server 

BRIR Binaural Room Impulse Responses 

BRTF Binaural Room Transfer Functions 

C 

CDN Content Delivery Networks 

CN Correspondent Node 

CoA Care of Address 

CoS Class of Services 

CPE Customer Premises Equipment 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

CSRC Contributing Source 

D 

D/A Digital to Analog 

DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 

DON Decoding Order Number 

DoW Description of Work 

DVB Digital Video Broadcast 

F 

FA Foreign Agent 

FEC Forward Error Correction 

FFT Fast Fourier Transform 

FM Frequency modulation 

FMIP Fast Mobile Internet Protocol 

FTP File Transfer Protocol 

FU Fragmentation Unit 

G 

GBCE Global Brightness Contrast Enhancement 
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GM General Meeting 

GPON Gigabit Passive Optical Network 

GPS Global Positioning System 

GPU Graphics Processing Unit 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

H 

HA Home agent 

HD High Definition 

HDMI High-Definition Multimedia Interface 

HLOS High Level Operating System 

HMIP Hierarchical Mobile IP 

HRTF Head Related Transfer Function 

HoA Home Address 

I 

ICC Inter-Channel Coherence 

ICLD Inter-Channel Level Difference 

ICTD Inter-Channel Time Difference 

IETF Internal Engineering Task Force 

IFFT Inverse Fast Fourier Transform 

IGMP Internet Group Management Protocol 

ILD Inter-aural Level Differences 

IP Internet Protocol 

IPR Intellectual Property Rights 

IPTV Internet Protocol Television 

IRT Institut für Rundfunktechnik GmbH 

IT Instituto de Telecomunicações 

ITD Inter-aural Time Differences 

J 

JSON-RPC JavaScript Object Notation-Remote Procedure Call 

L 

LCD Liquid Crystal Display 

LFE Low Frequency Enhancement 

LMA Local Mobility Anchor 

LTE Long Term Evolution 

LVDS Low Voltage Differential Signalling 

M 

MAC Media Access Control 

MAG Mobility Access Gateway 

MANE Media Aware Network Element 

MANET Mobile Ad-Hoc Network 

MAP Mobility Anchor Point 

MARA Multi-user Aggregated Resource Allocation 

MDC Multiple Description Coding 

MDCT Modified Discrete Cosine Transform 

MD-SMVD Multiple Description Scalable Multi-view Video plus Depth 
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MICS Media Independent Command Service 

MIES Media Independent Event Service 

MIH Media Independent Handover 

MIIS Media Independent Information Service 

MIP Mobile Internet Protocol 

MISO Multiple Input Single Output 

MM Mobility Management 

MMS MM Solutions AD 

MN Mobile Network 

MPEG Moving Pictures Experts Group 

MPLS Multiprotocol Label Switching 

MST Multi-Session Transmission 

MT Mobile Terminal 

MTAP Multi-Time Aggregation Packet 

MTD Mobile Terminal Display 

MULSYS MulSys Limited 

MVC Multi View Coding 

N 

NAL Network Abstraction Layer 

NAT Network Address Translation 

NEM Networked Electronic Media 

NGN Next Generation Networks 

O 

OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 

OLT Optical Line Terminal 

ONT Optical Network Terminal 

P 

P2P Peer-to-Peer 

PAPR Peak to Average Power Ratio 

PC Personal Computer 

PHY Physical 

PLP Physical Layer Pipe 

PMIP Proxy Mobile Internet Protocol 

PoA Point of Attachment 

PoP Package on Package 

POTS Plain Old Telephone Service 

PPP Point-to-Point Protocol 

PPSP Peer-to-Peer Streaming Protocol 

PSW Priority Sliding Window 

R 

R-OTT Reverse One-To-Two 

R&S Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG 

RAT Remote Access Technology 

RF Radio Frequency 

RGB Red Green Blue 
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RISC Reduced Instruction Set Computer 

RO Route Optimization 

RRP Return Routability Protocol 

RSVP Resource ReServation Protocol 

RTCP-XR Real Time Control Protocol Extended Report 

RTP Real-time Transport Protocol 

RTSP Real Time Streaming Protocol 

Q 

QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 

QAT Quality Assurance Team 

QoE Quality of Experience 

QoS Quality of Service 

S 

SAC Spatial Audio Coding 

SD Standard Definition 

SDP Session Description Protocol 

segSNR segmental Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

SEI Supplemental Enhancement Information 

SIDSP Simple Inter-Domain QoS Signalling Protocol 

SMVD Scalable Multi-view Video plus Depth 

SoC System on Chip 

SSPS Subset Sequence Parameter Set 

SSRC Synchronisation Source 

SST Single Session Transmission 

STAP Single-Time Aggregation Packet 

SVC Scalable Video Coding 

T 

TEC Technicolor R&D France 

TFT Thin Film Transistor 

TID Telefónica I+D 

TTA Türk Telekomünikasyon A.Ş. 

U 

UDP User Datagram Protocol 

UHF Ultra High Frequency 

UP University of Patras 

US University of Surrey 

V 

VAS Value Added Service 

VDRD View Dependency Representation Delimiter 

VITEC VITEC Multimedia 

VoD Video On Demand 

W 

Wi-Fi Wireless Fidelity 

WFS Wave Field Synthesis 

WG Working Group 
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WP Work Package 

WVGA Wide Video Graphics Array 

WXGA Wide eXtended Graphics Array 

X 

XGA eXtended Graphics Array 

Numbers 

4G 4
th
 Generation 

 

 


